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Chairman’s Comments—by Pick Freeman
I am sitting in the Study today watching the weather change rapidly from worst to best.
For only the second time this year we had a few hours of snow. Then the sun came out
and warmed everything up to 60° and clear skies by the end of the day. A 30° warming
temp change. Nice. But this was quite a change from last week when we held the Swift
camp down at Bud Brown’s hangar under beautiful Spring weather. It’s nice to have good
weather when doing annual inspections on Swifts. Our concentrations this year on the
eight Swifts we inspected were on landing gear and associated linkages, fittings, and proper gear swing checks. We also homed in on all the AD’s and Service Bulletins and letters. It wouldn’t hurt for you to read the manual on service bulletins again. Just peruse it
if a full review cannot be justified. Bo Mabry places special emphasis on N61PK
the emergency
gear lowering and proper lubrication and tension. I helped Dave Carpenter pull a left gear
and put in the O-ring kit in about 2 hours from start to finish and off the jacks. Our Swift
annual checklist is now 2 ½ pages long covering both Continental and Lycoming engines.
The best part of this get together is the camaraderie and the knowledge gained on the
Swift. It seems that a pilot cannot know too much about a Swift. I won’t say anything
about the good food and brown liquor we had. This was a work session. My thanks to
Bo Mabry and Dave Carpenter and their IA signoffs for another year of flying the wonderful Swift.
Safety: Another item that I’d like to mention is the recent incidents or off field landings
with resultant gear and skin damage. If you are new to the Swift, please get a good
checkout in flying and ground handling the Swift. I know that Charlie Nelson was big in
promoting proper procedure and good flying habits in the Swift, and I’ll follow along in
trying to push for good habits as well. A list of Swift check pilots around the country is
posted on our swiftmuseumfoundation.org web site. If you are new to the Swift or if it has
been a while, get a proper check out.
In an effort to increase knowledge and promote good safety habits for all Swift members,
your Swift Parts Department will be making the “Swift Pilot Checkout and Re-current
Handbook” available in .pdf format free of charge. Please contact Swift Parts (423-7449696) to obtain a copy. The goal of SMF is to make sure that our limited number of
Swifts are kept flying and Swift owners are safe and well informed.
Parts: As discussed in our recent Board of Directors meeting, we are aggressively pursuing our options concerning the manufacture of PMA approved parts. As in the past, this is
a top priority for SMF. It is now necessary for us to think outside the box to make it happen. As our stock is being depleted in certain areas, it is necessary to take a serious hard
look at what it will take for us to continue to provide you with these needed PMA’d
parts. We must all to work together to support the Swift and its future. Your Board of
Directors and committee members are hard at work and will keep you posted on the
progress.
Don’t forget…. Swift Raffle 2017 is off and running! Help us by purchasing your
ticket(s and by checking out tickets to sell…. The odds are great… Just ask Swift owner
and member Karl Johanson of San Diego, CA last years Grand Prize winner!
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Swift National 2017 Update by Steve & Barb Wilson
We are moving along on the preparation for the 2017 Swift National Fly-in & Convention at Cleburne, TX 10/4 thru 10/8/2017. The following are motels we have booked
rooms:
Our Hospitality Room will be at the Hampton Inn where we have booked 40 rooms presently. We are hopeful that we can get more. We also have booked 40 rooms at the Holiday
Inn Express about a city block from the Hampton Inn.
We will have a service that will serve both locations with transportation to and from the airport. We also have made arrangements with Enterprise Car Rental for pickup and return of
cars at the airport for those who would like to have their own vehicles. Yes, it is early; however, I suggest that you start booking rooms now, to avoid any disappointment later. You
can always cancel! Be certain to mention that you are with the Swift group to get the special
rate. Here are the local numbers for these:

Hampton Inn — 817-641-7770
Holiday Inn Express — 817-641-5300
Enterprise Car Rental — 817-645-6996
Executive Director’s Comments — Pam Nunley
We are excited and looking forward to what is shaping up to be a great time in Cleburne, TX
for Swift National 2017 this coming October. Steve and Barb Wilson and the Red River Swift
Wing will be hosting this year’s event. Be sure to make your plans to attend…This is one that
you don’t want to miss. It will be a great time for sure. Watch your Newsletter for more information. Some of you have asked “Why October?” … Weather... Is the answer… All our
Red River Swift Wing members agree that June is too hot in Texas. October will be much
more enjoyable for everyone. So, mark your calendar and make plans to join us for great flying, friends, food and fun in Cleburne, Texas. October 4—8, 2017.

Building

Raffle: As mentioned by Chairman Pick Freeman, we need your help again this year! Due to
restraints by the State of Tennessee Charitable Gaming office we have a very short window in
which to sell tickets. So, we’re off and running. Call in and order your tickets as well as checking out tickets to sell. The odds of winning a $30K engine credit or $20K cash is a good “fit”
for anyone not to mention the support it gives to the Swift Museum Foundation. Unlike many
501(c)3 organizations, every dollar of the proceeds goes directly to Swift. There are no administrative costs whatsoever. Our expenses consist of state filing fees, advertising, printing,
postage and prizes. These limited expenses help to ensure that your donations go directly to
Swift. We only have 999 tickets to sell. If we all pitch in we can sell out early this year! Just
maybe you or one of your friends will have one of the 5 winning tickets!

IT/Web

Contact us here at HQ’s (423-745-9547) or any Board member for tickets. If you plant to attend Sun-n-Fun this year, we will have tickets available there. Come by the Type Club area or
the Swift hospitality tent. If you are willing to help us sell tickets at Sun-n-Fun contact Paul
Barnett, Jim “Frog” Jones or any volunteer at our tent or table. Again, we need your help.
Thank you in advance for your support during our 2017 Fund Raising Raffle!
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Ernie Hansen
Asa “Bud” Brown
Bo Mabry

Formation

Michael Kennedy
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Roger Weber
Scott Anderson
Pamela Nunley
Paul Barnett

Tracy Rhodes
Jim Jones

Aging Aircraft
Steve Wilson
Ken Coughlin
Dave Carpenter

Parts: Swift Parts has available a serviceable Steerable Tailwheel assembly — $900.00.
Many thanks to those of you who have donated
Swift parts and salvage airframes. This is a tremendous shot in the arm to your parts department and
to fellow Swifters. Please keep us in mind if you are
looking to clean out your hangar and storage and
have good used parts.
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Vehicles For Sale: Your Board has voted to sell two donated vehicles belonging to SMF. In
keeping with our by-laws we are offering these vehicles to you before advertising locally.
1995 Chevrolet Suburban 2500 diesel. 128K miles, 4x4, automatic, towing pkg, good
body & interior, Michelin tires. $5200.
1994 Dodge Grand Caravan LE. 6cyl. 253K miles, automatic, cold A/C. runs/drives.
Needs work. $700.
Both vehicles are located at Swift HQs. Call for more information 423-745-9547.
VAA Survey: VAA is looking to gather numbers from type club memberships in order to
find out how many of our members have a VAA membership.
If you are a member of VAA please contact Jim “Frog” Jones to participate in this survey.
Cell: 770-527-9036 or email: jim@dixie-industrial.com. Thank you for your assistance.

“Bitchin’ Betty” — by Steve Roth
“There are those that have and those that will”. We have heard this many times for those
flying retract gear aircraft. This past year there were several Swift gear-up landings. Unfortunately, each year we have several gear-up landings. Rarely, a mechanical fault prevents the
gear to go down.
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Mark Holliday
P. O. Box 243
Lake Elmo, MN 55042
markh85@aol.com

John Johnson
111 Lupine Drive
Sequim, WA 98382
smokeys49@hotmail.com

Jerry Kirby

Most times, there is minor damage. But, it will take – as a minimum – a new prop, an engine
replacement (or tear down inspection), and metal work. There are insurance consequences.
Some of the metal work can be substantial. All of this is expensive and time consuming.

P. O. Box 57
Westmoreland, TN 37186
jelikirby@yahoo.com

Sure, we all have procedures to make sure we have the gear down before landing. They almost always make sure it is down. I have heard “Oh, I always put the gear down halfway
down downwind”, or “I have one of those neat acronyms” (GUMP). “I have been flying for
30 years and I have not failed to get it down”. “Won’t happen to me”.

7057 Cotton Blossom Lane
Nashville, TN 37221
flyboycpa@aol.com

Well, speaking from experience – all that goes out the window when the unexpected happens during your landing sequence. Go-arounds, mostly. Or, something else sufficient to
distract you from your normal procedures.
Why take a chance? There is an easy solution – install an Electronics International Voice Annunciator & Inverter. Available from Your Swift Parts Department. It is easy to install, connects to your gear warning light 12V (the light that comes on if you retard the throttle with
the gear up), and can be installed with a logbook entry (seek advice from you’re A&P). The
inverter is used so 12V will activate the voice. The audio line hooks up to any headset connector.
When you sufficiently retard the throttle with the gear up, the Annunciator’s soothing female
voice will announce on your headphones “Check Landing Gear” and will keep “Bitchin’ until
you put it down. As a bonus, the Annunciator will announce “Check Buss Voltage” anytime
the ship’s buss drops to battery voltage (versus the increased voltage when your alternator
system is functioning). Also, if you are using other EI Gauges, you can hook the other available Annunciator lines to them to give you other warnings – oil temp, oil pressure, etc.
So, avoid very expensive and time consuming repairs just because you “forgot” by being distracted. Get the Annunciator.
While on the landing gear, let me inform new owners and remind the veterans that if your
electrical system malfunctions but the hydraulic motor is still functioning, you can get the
gear down by running the flaps up and down sufficiently to get the gear down and locked.
Both the gear and the flaps use the same hydraulic system. What could be the main cause?

Sam Swift
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N Fort Myers, FL
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Kenneth B. Coughlin, Jr.
Oklahoma City, OK
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Founded by
Charles E. “Charlie” Nelson
1968
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Likely the relay on the firewall for the main gear circuit or bad breaker, loose wire, etc. The hydraulic motor will not
run for the gear but it will run for the flaps. If you still have the original plastic relay on the firewall, replace it with a
modern relay.
My story – recently I installed a new engine. The micro switch on the throttle which activates my gear warning had an
intermittent short so the gear came up but when I selected gear down it stopped partly down. I tried resetting the gear
breaker but it kept popping. Not knowing what the issue was, I wanted to get the gear down. I had a choice – use the
emergency cable gear down system or activate the flaps a number of times until the gear was down and locked. I elected to use the easier approach and just activated the flaps several times, and the gear came down and locked.
Again, contact Swift Parts 423-744-9696.

Part 2 —Sid Goldschmidt & C-FKXY
by Sid Goldschmidt
I finally was able to get C-FKXY back to Grande
Prairie, AB. I bought it last October and six months
later it's home. Now the annual is due next month,
go figure. I posted my little adventure a while back
explaining my first attempt to get it home from Pitt
Meadows BC. Funny enough my little write up
made the cut into the Swift news letter, and it certainty wouldn't have passed and editors award with
all the spelling and grammar errors, although I'm
sure you guys got the point? This time I am typing
on an I Pad and I'm at home instead of at work using my little IPhone 4.
Anyway, I managed to get 107 to Williams Lake on
my first attempt which brought me over the first
mountain range (Coastal Mountains) and that is where I had to leave it until two days ago. I was in the area doing annual helicopter training so it worked out perfect to fly the Swift back and the weather was perfect with no clouds in
the way and the mountains (Rockies) were wide open. I wiped the dust
of, pulled it out of the hanger, fired it up and noticed no fuel pressure indication. GREAT! after diagnosing the issue it was confirmed the gauge itself is hooped. I got my first experience with working under the dash. My
engineer friend plumbed in a remote pressure gauge from the fire wall using a steel line as the rubber line crumpled apart from old age. We fired it
up and the engine driven pump held pressure. I went for a test flight to
see if our winter duck tape job over the grill would get the oil temps up in
the green which it did, in fact a little on the high side. After the one circuit
I removed a couple of strips of tape from the grill to let more air flow
through. By the way my take off rolls and landings were 100% better than
my last display. Almost as smooth as Alan Dicker…..not, but it did help
flying with him and also with my buddy who has a C140. The problem was,
I wasn't using my feet enough and relied on my brakes too much. My site
picture and attitude was off. As in flight attitude lol, It Always seemed like
the nose was too far down and the prop would hit. In helicopters you
think about turning and you’re on your side, very touchy and immediate
response unlike a rudder in the wind, so with using the brakes it would
correct the drift instantly which lead to over controlling and then to the
drunk man stumbling down the sidewalk/runway.
I fueled up, left the remote fuel pressure gauge hooked, up and flew home! Sorry Gene Gillott, I have to park your
old plane outside for now but your name is still painted on the side, and I found your old Swift Birds name tag BTW.
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SAIB CE-08-34 Brake Pedal Link Rod

This SAIB covers and issue with the Brake Pedal Link Rod which connects the brake pedal to the bell crank which
actuates the master brake cylinder. A failure of this rod can jam and prevent brake action and/or rudder travel. Replacement of these rods is just as easy as inspecting them. Swift Parts has the brake link kit in stock. Get it done!
The following is CSMB #39 issued by the Swift Museum Foundation, Inc. in 2008.
Customer Service Maintenance Bulletin #39
To: All Service Agencies and Owners of Swift Airplanes
Subject: Failure of brake system connecting part and loss of rudder pedal travel.
Airplanes affected: All GC-1A & GC-1B Airplanes
We have learned of the failure of the 10.5” #1830 link which connects the Swift brake pedal to the #1841-1
(triangle shaped) bell crank which enables applying brake pressure to the Goodyear master cylinder.
Upon failure of the #1830 rod, the brake pedal then went forward to the cabin floor and jammed against the
#1392-4 channel at the cabin floor level. (This is the guard behind the aileron and rudder pulleys) This action
resulted in the immediate loss of right brake and right rudder action.
The #1830 connecting link utilizes a 4130 steel sleeve bushing which had worn through to the aluminum link
and apparently quickly wore through to failure.
To preclude the possibility of further failures which can result in loss of brake and rudder action, the following
inspection is to be accomplished before further flight and properly signed for in the airplane log.
INSTRUCTION FOR COMPLIANCE: Refer to the attached drawing, identify Item #1 (Left and Right Brake
Pedal) then locate the “highlighted” Item #2 attached #1830 links. (Left & Right) Gasping “each” # 1830 link to
check for looseness.
Any “looseness” requires further inspection for excessive wear of the bushing, link and or connecting hardware.
Remove the AN380-2-2 cotter pin and the AN310-3 nut and associated AN3-bolts, top and bottom, left and right
and inspect for excessive
wear the AN hardware, steel
sleeve bushing or #1830 link.
Corrective action: Original
replacement parts and necessary hardware are available
as a kit (S-171 brake repair
kit) from the Swift Museum
Foundation, Inc. at the above
address. This kit contains
“Two” original 1830 links
with the 4130 bushing, Two
AN3-7 bolts (bottom) Two
AN3-6 bolts, (Top) four
AN310-3 nuts, Four AN96010 washers and Four AN3802-2 cotter pins.
Report any problem or history of such problem immediately to the Swift Museum
Foundation, Inc., including
“Time in Service and a description of the findings”

